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AbstrAct.—The emerging field of next-generation 
sequencing (NGs) is rapidly expanding capabilities for cutting 
edge genomic research, with applications that can help meet 
marine conservation challenges of food security, biodiversity 
loss, and climate change. Navigating the use of these tools, 
however, is complex at best. Furthermore, applications of 
marine genomic questions are limited in developing nations 
where both marine biodiversity and threats to marine 
biodiversity are most concentrated. This is particularly true 
in southeast Asia. The first Pan-Pacific Advanced studies 
Institute (PacAsI) entitled “Genomic Applications to Marine 
science and resource Management in southeast Asia” was 
held in July 2012 in Dumaguete, Philippines, with the intent 
to draw together leading scientists from both sides of the 
Pacific Ocean to understand the potential of NGs in helping 
address the aforementioned challenges. Here we synthesize 
discussions held during the PacAsI to provide perspectives 
and guidance to help scientists new to NGs choose among 
the variety of available advanced genomic methodologies 
specifically for marine science questions. 
In July 2012, the first Pan-Pacific Advanced studies Institute (PacAsI), funded by 
the United states National science Foundation, was held in Dumaguete, Philippines 
(http://sci.odu.edu/impa/pacasi/index.html). Entitled “Genomic Applications to 
Marine science and resource Management in southeast Asia,” the 2-wk workshop 
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assembled participants from developing and developed nations to present case stud-
ies and methods, and to discuss the emerging field of next-generation sequencing 
(NGs) in the context of marine molecular ecology. Working groups explored how 
advanced genomic tools can be used to test hypotheses and to meet marine conser-
vation challenges of food security, biodiversity loss, and climate change (Palumbi et 
al. 2009, Allendorf et al. 2010, carpenter et al. 2011, Maralit et al. 2013, barber et al. 
2014). The rapid decline in sequencing costs, increased accessibility to powerful com-
puter clusters, publicly available software, and scripts and tutorials for data man-
agement and analysis make NGs applications increasingly viable options. However, 
navigating the appropriate use of the range of technologies is complicated, especially 
for the laboratories in developing nations who were the target audience of PacAsI. 
Here we synthesize discussions held during the PacAsI to provide a road map to help 
scientists choose among the variety of advanced genomic methodologies depending 
on the research questions being asked. 
Numerous research questions, pertinent to the marine conservation challenges, 
were presented by local scientists and resource managers at the PacAsI (see textbox 
A). However, before addressing any of these with NGs, the first question of any study 
should be, “What is the central question and what data are needed to answer it?” This 
question highlights the guiding principle that it is the science that steers research, 
not the technology. NGs tools are not necessarily the most appropriate approach, 
and in many instances first-generation sequencing methods may be cheaper, more 
accessible, easier to use, and provide satisfactory results. 
Genomics is the study of complete or large portions of the genome of organisms, 
and whole genome sequencing is now possible with relatively reasonable time and 
Textbox A. Research questions pertinent to marine conservation challenges of food security, 
biodiversity loss, and climate change.
Questions aligning with Section I: Population structure and genomics
•	 How can the spatial connectivity of populations of commercially important or threatened 
species be inferred, and can knowledge of spatial connectivity help position Fisheries 
Management Zones (FMZ) or Marine Protected Areas (MPAs)?
•	 How	can	genetics	guide	better	management	of	multi-species	and	multi-gear	fisheries,	and	
aid the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management (EAFM)?
•	 How can population boundaries of marine species be assessed; and if populations span 
national boundaries, how best can shared stocks be managed?
•	 Can population structure and genetic variability be assessed to a level that can provide 
guidance in restocking or restoration efforts after the collapse of a local population? 
•	 How can effective population size be estimated in marine organisms?
•	 How can marine biodiversity be assessed, inclusive of microbes, viruses, and other mi-
croscopic organisms?
•	 How	can	species	be	identified	en	masse,	particularly	in	the	absence	of	discernable	mor-
phological	features	(i.e.,	post-processed	fish	products)?
Questions aligning with Section II: Local adaptation of marine organisms
•	 How will corals and other marine organisms respond to environmental stress, particularly 
those associated with climate change? 
•	 Which populations of corals and other marine organisms have the highest likelihood of 
surviving increased environmental stresses from climate change?
•	 Can individuals be screened for favorable traits (i.e., disease-resistance) to identify robust 
broodstock for the aquaculture industry? 
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cost investments (see textbox b). However, many biological questions can be ad-
dressed by focusing on a particular region of the genome (i.e., DNA barcodes) or a 
suite of target loci (see textbox c). Further, the practical aspects of acquiring and 
managing genomic data sets may be excessive and overly burdensome for many re-
search laboratories. It is self-evident that, when fiscally and logistically possible, the 
most appropriate tool should be selected in answering a biological question. However, 
the most advanced tool does not necessarily equate to the most appropriate tool, and 
deciding whether or not to use NGs should be properly weighed. 
to address the above questions, marine science experts at PacAsI shared robust 
knowledge—often gained by painful first-hand experiences—of available NGs appli-
cations, namely transcriptomics, amplicon sequencing, genotyping-by-sequencing, 
and sNP discovery for high-throughput genotyping. recent studies have reviewed 
the wide range of NGs technologies available, including their relative strengths and 
weaknesses (Harismendy et al. 2009, Davey et al. 2011, Pareek et al. 2011, boers et 
al. 2012, Liu et al. 2012, Luo et al. 2012, Quail et al. 2012, Arnold et al. 2013, Gautier 
et al. 2013), and therefore we limit our technical discussion to some of these NGs 
tools in textboxes. A streamlined microsatellite discovery method based upon NGs 
was presented at PacAsI (see Fernandez-silva and toonen 2013, Fernandez-silva et 
al. 2013); however, after consideration of challenges in applying microsatellites and 
prevailing trends in marine genomic studies, we chose to forego discussing micro-
satellites here. 
The above questions are not novel (though some have only recently become tech-
nologically feasible) and examples of scientific papers that address them can be read-
ily found in a search of the literature including specific examples from southeast 
Asia (table 1; also see beger et al. 2014, bowen et al. 2014, Keyse et al. 2014, von 
der Heyden et al. 2014). Most of these questions fit into two general categories in 
molecular marine research: (1) population genomics and (2) local adaptation and de-
mographic history of marine organisms. The field of population genomics explores 
how mutation, selection, gene flow, and genetic drift affect patterns of genetic varia-
tion based upon study of large amounts of genomic data from numerous individu-
als across populations (Allendorf et al. 2010). The study of local adaption of marine 
organisms examines how phenotypes are shaped by the relationship between genes 
and the environment. 
Although we focus on these two categories of molecular research, we acknowl-
edge that many others exist beyond the scope of this review. For each category we 
provide a brief background, explore how NGs applications are used in (or in the case 
of the Indo-Pacific region, have the potential to be used in) addressing the question, 
and describe relevant marine research. complementary are textboxes that provide a 
short review and technical description of NGs methods discussed at PacAsI. These 
include whole genome sequencing (textbox b), rAD-sequencing (textbox c), am-
plicon sequencing (textbox D), metagenomics (textbox E), and rNA-sequencing/
gene expression (textbox F). Lastly, for consideration of those newly considering 
NGs applications, we include example estimates of cost and time investments (table 
2), a list of genetic problems in marine conservation with potential solutions from 
genomics (table 3), and a schematic diagram of interacting factors to consider in 
genomic studies (Fig. 1). Although we strongly believe the present study will serve as 
a valuable resource for NGs newcomers, readers should feel free to jump to topics of 
most interest. 
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Textbox B. An “Instant” genome.
Many ecological and evolutionary genetic studies can be performed using next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) on organisms without a reference genome. Studies of parentage and related-
ness, population structure, or even gene expression may be enhanced by a complete genome 
sequence, but do not necessarily require it. However, other studies require at least the order-
ing of genetic markers, or ultimately the complete DNA sequence of most of the genome. 
For	example,	the	identification	of	genomic	regions	that	are	subject	to	diversifying	or	stabiliz-
ing	selection	can	be	more	easily	identified	when	co-localized	markers	reinforce	one	another.	
Furthermore, identifying quantitative trait loci (QTL) requires a linkage map, and DNA se-
quence to identify the causative sequence-level changes. 
NGS now provides powerful tools to “genomically enable” non-model organisms. While ge-
nome sequencing and assembly remains non-trivial, many molecularly-capable laboratories 
can do so with a reasonable investment of resources. We suggest that three core datasets are 
important; a solid genome assembly, a good reference transcriptome for annotation, and a 
genetic map to scaffold the assemblies. Special laboratory equipment is not required, since 
sequencing, and even preparation can be outsourced to the growing number of laboratories 
providing external NGS services. However, access to a high performance computing environ-
ment is essential. The assembly of even a moderately complex vertebrate genome requires 
several weeks of processor time on a computer cluster with dozens of processors, numerous 
terabytes of storage, and most importantly a large amount of memory (RAM; 500 gigabytes 
to 1 terabyte).
For the genome assembly NGS sequencing libraries are prepared and sequenced to high depth 
of coverage (>20×) across the genome. Importantly, libraries of different insert sizes (short 
overlapping, standard and long mate-pair) appear to increase the quality of the assemblies. 
The optimal insert size for Illumina sequencing is approximately 500–1000 bp, and this stan-
dard library size will form the core assembly data. Short insert libraries allow overlapping 
paired end reads to “self-correct” the terminal lower quality base calls. Together the standard 
and	 short	 libraries	will	 form	 the	majority	 of	 the	 assembled	 contiguous	 segments	 (contigs).	
Although very long inserts (5–50 kb) cannot be directly sequenced, several “mate-pair” circu-
larization and shearing techniques have been developed to produce these libraries (van Heesch 
et al. 2013). These mate pairs are useful for bridging gaps and repetitive regions to scaffold 
the	contigs.	Several	de	Bruijn	graph-based	assemblers	exist	for	short	read	assembly,	notably	
Trinity (Grabherr et al. 2011) Velvet (Zerbino and Birney 2008).
The assembly of the reference transcriptome will occur using similar library generation and 
assembly methods, but require less sequencing because only a proportion of the genome is usu-
ally transcribed (approximately 1%–5% in vertebrates). However, several additional consider-
ations	are	specific	to	transcriptomes.	First	RNA	from	a	variety	of	transcriptionally	complex	
cells and tissues (e.g., embryos) should be sequenced to increase coverage of the transcriptome. 
The abundance of transcripts can vary widely across cell types, and transcriptome assembly 
may	benefit	from	normalization.	In	addition,	mRNA	of	coding	genes	by	itself	can	be	isolated	
for sequencing (polyA selection), or total RNA without ribosomal RNA (riboMinus), allowing 
the	additional	identification	of	functional	noncoding	genes	such	as	microRNAs.	Similar	to	ge-
nome	assembly,	deBruijn	graph-based	short	read	assemblers	can	be	used	(for	example,	Trinity	
(Zerbino and Birney 2008), but gaps need be allowed because of splice variants. 
Once the genomic and transcriptomic contigs have been constructed, they can be ordered 
against	a	genetic	map.	While	it	was	once	very	difficult	to	produce	a	dense,	high	quality	genetic	
map, GBS approaches have made this much simpler (see GBS text box). A panel of backcross 
or F2 individuals can be sequenced along with the progenitors of the cross, and these data can 
be	used	to	create	a	high	density	genetic	linkage	map.	Significantly,	GBS	approaches	such	as	
RAD	produce	a	sufficiently	large	number	of	genetic	markers	that	an	F1 family produced from 
a single pair of heterozygous parents can be used to create a genetic map in pseudo-testcross 
format. Two independent genetic maps based only on the recombination occurring during 
meiosis in each parent are produced, which are then linked together by the smaller proportion 
of markers shared between the maps (Catchen et al. 2011, Amores et al. 2011). This approach 
is very useful for organisms for long lived organisms that produce many offspring (e.g., many 
trees). Once constructed, the large number of RAD markers (several thousand) can be used 
to facilitate the ordering of contigs. With even a low level of sequence coverage of an average 
sized	genome,	a	large	number	of	contigs	will	contain	one	or	more	identifiable	RAD	tags	which	
can then be used to anchor them to the genetic map via BLAST. Similarly, transcriptomic con-
tigs can be aligned to the contigs directly, or via associated local paired end assemblies (Etter 
et al. 2011b), resulting in a well annotated genome that covers 80%–95% of the DNA sequence 
of a new, genomically enabled organism. 
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section I: 
How can Next-generation sequencing Enable studies of 
Phylogeography, Population structure, and Introgression?
From Population Genetics to Population Genomics.—The field of popula-
tion genetics comprises a rich theoretical framework and a powerful set of analytical 
tools for empirical studies. The overall goal of this field is to understand how muta-
tion, selection, gene flow, and genetic drift affect patterns of genetic variation (Fisher 
1930, Wright 1978, Allendorf et al. 2010). When performed in an explicitly geograph-
ic context this research often focuses on the genetic structure of populations, or the 
partitioning of genetic variation within and among individuals in different popula-
tions. statistical analyses of samples can be used to estimate core population genetic 
parameters such as genetic diversity (e.g., nucleotide diversity π or average heterozy-
gosity), patterns of nonrandom mating (Wright’s inbreeding coefficient F), as well as 
population parameters such as effective population size (Ne) and migration rates (m) 
among populations (table 3, Fig. 1). 
An expanding range of genetic markers has been used to infer population struc-
ture; from discrete Mendelian phenotypes to allozymes, microsatellites, and ulti-
mately DNA sequence data. These data have in turn spawned novel theoretical 
approaches such as the neutral theory of molecular evolution (Kimura 1968) and the 
coalescent (Kingman 2000). The latter has proven to be particularly useful in popula-
tion genetics for connecting demographic and evolutionary processes to patterns of 
genetic variation at loci (Kingman 2000). coalescent theory focuses retrospectively 
on the ancestral relatedness of samples of alleles within and among populations, 
thereby allowing the development of probabilistic models that focus analytical ef-
fort on the samples at hand (Wakeley 2009). The basic coalescent model for a single 
population has been modified to allow inferences on genetic structure, migration, re-
combination, some kinds of selection, and demographic history (Kaplan et al. 1988, 
Notohara 1990, beerli and Felsenstein 1999, Nielsen and Wakeley 2001, Drummond 
et al. 2005). The kinship of the coalescent with traditional phylogenetics is evident, 
and coalescent theory can now also describe genealogies across multiple populations 
and species, providing a way to merge population genetic and phylogenetic method-
ologies going forward (Edwards 2009). 
Until recently the majority of analyses have focused on one or a small number of 
loci scattered throughout the genome, often in unknown locations. However, evo-
lutionary processes such as natural selection and genetic drift act in concert with 
genetic factors such as dominance and epistasis, as well as linkage and recombina-
tion, to produce the structure of genomic variation observed in natural populations. 
Although traditional and coalescent population genetics theory has addressed in-
teractions among loci, empirical studies have often been confined to just a handful 
of traditional genetic markers. Yet, recent breakthroughs in molecular genetic pro-
tocols are now allowing detailed population-level genomic studies in ways that were 
not possible even a few years ago (Asmann et al. 2008, Mardis 2008a,b, Marguerat et 
al. 2008, shendure and Ji 2008, Pool et al. 2010, Glenn 2011, Mccormack et al. 2011, 
Fan et al. 2012, Hohenlohe et al. 2012a). The study of large amounts of genomic data 
from numerous individuals across populations has been labeled population genom-
ics (beaumont and balding 2004, Liti et al. 2009, rockman and Kruglyak 2009).
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Textbox C. RAD-sequencing 
The	low	cost	of	next-generation	sequencing	(NGS)	technology	has	made	it	feasible	to	profile	
genetic variation directly by sequencing genomic DNA. Whole-genome shotgun sequencing 
(WGS) would be the obvious approach, but remains expensive in organisms with larger ge-
nomes and provides higher marker densities than required for many studies of ecology and 
evolution. Instead, recent methods focus sequencing efforts on a dense panel of loci randomly 
distributed across the genome. These methods genotype thousands of loci at far lower costs 
than WGS, in high throughput, without requiring prior sequencing information. Broadly, this 
specificity	 can	be	 achieved	 through	PCR	amplification,	 sequence	capture	by	hybridization,	
transcriptome sequencing, or restriction endonucleases (RE; reviewed by Cronn et al. 2012). 
Here we focus on RE-based methods, which have been rapidly adopted for use in natural popu-
lations and non-model organisms (reviewed in Davey et al. 2011). Several approaches have 
been developed, including CRoPS (Van Orsouw et al. 2007), RAD-seq (Miller et al. 2007b, 
Baird et al. 2008, Etter et al. 2011a), RRLs (Van Tassell et al. 2008), GR-RSC (Maughan et al. 
2009), and GBS (Elshire et al. 2011). Despite the diversity of names, these methods are united 
by the use of RE to fragment genomic DNA, after which sequencing libraries are prepared 
through	various	combinations	of	size-selection,	adaptor	ligation,	PCR	amplification,	and	DNA	
purification.	 In	RAD-seq,	 for	 example,	 restriction	 fragments	 are	 ligated	 to	 sample-specific	
barcoded	adaptors.	Ligated	fragments	are	then	pooled	and	PCR	amplified	to	enrich	for	frag-
ments	adjacent	to	restriction	sites.	RAD-seq	enables	the	sequencing	of	large	regions	surround-
ing essentially all restriction fragments for any RE, regardless of the length of the restriction 
fragments, by randomly shearing the restriction fragments to a length suitable for the chosen 
sequencing platform. This approach subsamples the genome at homologous locations, allow-
ing	for	single	nucleotide	polymorphisms	(SNPs)	to	be	identified	and	typed	for	thousands	of	
markers in multiple samples with minimal investment of resources. Recently described modi-
fications	(2b-RAD:	Wang	et	al.	2012b;	ddRAD:	Peterson	et	al.	2012)	have	added	the	ability	to	
customize marker density during library preparation, depending on experimental designs and 
genome	size.	These	approaches	can	increase	flexibility	and	reduce	preparation	time,	but	with	
some	trade-offs	in	efficiency	and	read	lengths	due	to	the	removal	of	the	shearing	step.	
Considering the diverse and growing array of methods available, the optimum choice may not 
be	immediately	obvious	for	researchers	entering	the	field.	We	suggest	that	while	each	method	
offers advantages and tradeoffs for a particular design, all are broadly applicable. Factors that 
may	influence	the	choice	of	methods	include	access	to	equipment	or	procedures	each	method	
requires	 (e.g.,	 random	 fragmentation	or	 isolation	of	 a	precisely	defined	 size	 fraction	out	of	
continuous “smear” of DNA fragments; for overview of considerations see Davey et al. 2011). 
If development of targeted SNP assays is required, methods that allow for assembly of longer 
contigs might be favored. In planning these studies, researchers might begin by deciding on the 
number of SNPs required for their design; this would generally be lower when recombination 
is limiting (e.g., in experimental mapping populations) and higher when linkage disequilib-
rium is limiting (e.g., association studies in natural populations). Genome size and SNP fre-
quency can be used to estimate the size of library (combined length of all fragments) required 
to genotype that number of SNPs. Comparing this target with the library size produced by each 
method	(number	of	tags	times	length	of	flanking	sequence	included)	can	inform	the	selection	
of a genotyping method for a particular study.                                     Continues opposite page
An important conceptual shift with the advent of NGs technologies is that the 
aforementioned classical statistics, and newer concepts such as the coalescent, can 
be visualized as continuous variables distributed across a genome (Hohenlohe et al. 
2011). A critical aspect of these dense data is that they exhibit correlation among 
measurements at neighboring genomic regions that result from linkage disequilib-
rium (slatkin 2008, Pritchard et al. 2010). The degree to which this autocorrelation 
itself changes along the genome reflects selection and recombination as well as other 
evolutionary forces (charlesworth et al. 2009). because of this autocorrelation, infer-
ring the evolutionary history of any single locus is complicated by the influence of 
its genomic neighbors (Nielsen et al. 2005a, boitard et al. 2009, Pickrell et al. 2009). 
conversely, population genomics allows the simultaneous identification of a genome-
wide average and outliers for any given statistic. The genome-wide average provides 
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A number of ecological and evolutionary studies have applied the RAD-seq family of tech-
niques to organisms lacking genomic resources (Barchi et al. 2011, 2012, Baxter et al. 2011, 
Rowe et al. 2011, Bus et al. 2012, Everett et al. 2012, Houston et al. 2012, Lemmon and Lemmon 
2012, Scaglione et al. 2012, Wang et al. 2012a, Yang et al. 2012). Parentage and relatedness, 
migration	and	gene	flow,	population	structure,	phylogeography,	and	phylogenetic	relationships	
have been analyzed in aquatic systems such as cichlid species (Keller et al. 2012, Wagner et al. 
2013), different lineages of trout (Hohenlohe et al. 2011, Amish et al. 2012, Everett et al. 2012, 
Hecht et al. 2012a,b, Miller et al. 2012) and freshwater and oceanic threespine stickleback 
(Hohenlohe et al. 2010, 2012b). RAD-seq can provide data across entire genomes of numerous 
individuals,	allowing	the	simultaneous	identification	of	a	genome-wide	average	and	outliers	
for any given statistic (Luikart et al. 2003, Nielsen et al. 2005a, Storz 2005, Bowcock 2007, 
Bonin 2008). Describing this variation improves our understanding of neutral effects of de-
mographic processes such as colonization and range expansion, or the genomically-localized 
effects of natural selection (Beaumont and Balding 2004, Foll and Gaggiotti 2008, Gaggiotti 
et al. 2009, Hohenlohe et al. 2010a,b, 2012a). RAD-seq data can be used to link genotype to 
phenotype either through quantitative trait loci (QTL) analysis of mapping populations or cor-
relation analysis in natural populations (e.g., Barchi et al. 2011, 2012, Chutimanitsakun et al. 
2011, Houston et al. 2012, King et al. 2012, Pfender et al. 2011). Genome Wide Association 
Studies (GWAS) are another promising application for natural populations of marine species 
(Balding 2006, Rosenberg et al. 2010). For example, RAD-seq has been used to identify loci 
associated with migration propensity in steelhead salmon as compared to rainbow trout (Hecht 
et al. 2012a,b).
Analysis	 of	 RAD-seq	 data	 is	 conceptually	 straightforward:	 genotypes	 are	 determined	 by	
simply counting alleles in alignments or clusters of reads. A variety of statistical methods 
may	then	be	employed	to	evaluate	the	confidence	of	genotype	calls	and	estimate	genetic	pa-
rameters. Importantly, this does not require prior sequence information (a complete genome), 
although including this information is straightforward when available. Computational pipe-
lines have been developed to assemble reads, identify alleles and genotypes, and track those 
genotypes in a statistically rigorous framework (Lynch 2009, Gompert et al. 2010). One such 
integrated platform is Stacks, which was initially designed for mapping crosses (Catchen et al. 
2011), and has recently been extended to perform population genomic analyses (Catchen et al. 
2013;	e.g.,	π,	FIS and FST). The output can be directly handled in other analytical packages such 
as	GenePop	(Rousset	2008),	Arlequin	(Excoffier	and	Lischer	2010),	PhyML	(Guindon	et	al.	
2010), and Structure (Pritchard et al. 2000a, Falush et al. 2003, Falush et al. 2007). An alterna-
tive but less well integrated approach to de novo RAD-tag analysis based on Markov Cluster 
Learning (MCL) graph clustering algorithm (Peterson et al. 2012) has been implemented in the 
rtd	pipeline	(https://github.com/brantp/rtd).	
As with all genotyping approaches, biases (such as null alleles in microsatellite analyses) can 
occur in the collection of RAD-seq data. In particular polymorphisms in or near RAD sites 
(see Davey et al. 2013) can lead to an underestimate of diversity and haplotype distributions. 
These effects are minor, and because they are linearly dependent upon polymorphism levels, 
can	be	quantified	(Arnold	et	al.	2013,	Gautier	et	al.	2013).	For	example,	the	coalescent	simula-
tions of RAD analyses show that for most reasonable levels of diversity and polymorphism the 
standard sheared RAD-seq underestimates genetic diversity by only 0.5%–1.7%, while this 
effect	is	more	significant	for	ddRAD	because	of	the	absence	of	a	shearing	step.	In	addition	
haplotypes are lost from a small subset of genomic regions, but because of their phylogenetic 
positions	the	majority	of	these	do	not	affect	coalescent	inferences.	In	addition	to	making	ad-
justments	based	upon	these	simulations,	existing	analysis	pipelines	use	data	filters	to	mitigate	
effects	by,	for	example,	selecting	only	 loci	 that	are	successfully	genotyped	in	a	majority	of	
individuals and in approximate Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium. Improving corrections for re-
striction site polymorphisms will be an important area of future research.
a baseline view of both neutral demographic and genetic processes. Outliers from 
the background may indicate the action on specific loci of evolutionary forces like 
natural selection, but other demographic processes may produce similar patterns 
(Luikart et al. 2003, Przeworski et al. 2005, storz 2005, butlin 2010). For example, 
the genetic effects of selection can mimic those of demographic factors, so that ef-
fective population size and migration rate are also continuous variables along the ge-
nome (Hohenlohe et al. 2010a). similarly, demographic processes can also affect the 
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variance as well as the average of genome-wide distributions (teshima et al. 2006, 
Wares 2010). Therefore, the signatures of all of these neutral and non-neutral pro-
cesses on both the genome-wide distribution of population genetic statistics, and on 
specific genomic regions, must be considered simultaneously when making infer-
ences from population genomic data. Fortunately, as more and more annotated ge-
nomes become available from NGs methods (see textbox b), it is becoming possible 
to identify the function of formerly anonymous outlier loci and experimentally test 
for an adaptive role (see section II). 
Performing population genomic studies has until recently been difficult to achieve 
in most organisms because the requisite molecular genetic techniques have been 
prohibitively expensive for all but a small number of model organisms (charlesworth 
et al. 1997, charlesworth 1998, stephan et al. 2006, begun et al. 2007, bonin 2008, 
butlin 2010, Hohenlohe et al. 2010a, stapley et al. 2010). However, the massive 
amounts of genetic data generated by genotyping by sequencing (Gbs) approaches 
such as rAD-seq (see textbox c), and by amplicon approaches (see textbox D) are 
changing the scale and nature of ecological and evolutionary genetic studies that can 
be performed. Numerous ecological and evolutionary studies can now be performed 
using Gbs, and a growing number of studies have successfully employed this family 
of techniques, even in non-model organisms for which few genomic resources pres-
ently exist (barchi et al. 2011, 2012, rowe et al. 2011, bus et al. 2012, scaglione et al. 
Table 1. Non-exhaustive literature search of existing publications addressing research and management 
questions posed at the Pan-Pacific Advanced Studies Institute (PacASI). Table includes references to both first-
generation and next-generation sequencing methods. 
Question General references Reference from Southeast Asia
How can the spatial connectivity 
of populations be obtained and 
inform management? 
Manel et al. 2005, Cowen et al. 
2007, Hedgecock et al. 2007, 
Botsford et al. 2009 (coral), Puritz 
et al. 2012 (seastar)
Alino et al. 2000, Campos and 
Alino 2008, Crandall et al. 2008 
(seastar), Kockzius and Nuraynto 
2008 (clam), Salayo et al. 2008, 
Shinmura et al. 2012 (mangrove)
How can genetics guide 
management of multi-species 
fisheries	and	EAFM?
Policansky and Magnuson 
1998; Leslie and McLeod 2007; 
Palumbi et al. 2009
Armada et al. 2009, Pomeroy et al. 
2010, Taylor et al. 2011
How can population boundaries 
be assessed and shared stocks be 
managed?
Begg	and	Waldman	1991	(fish),	
Pampoulie	et	al.	2006	(fish),	
Riccioni	et	al.	2010	(fish)
Ablan et al. 2002 (corals), Santos 
et al. (2010), Dammannagoda et 
al. 2011 (tuna), Gold et al. 2013 
(cobia), Izzo et al. 2012 (sardine)
How can genetic data guide 
restocking or restoration efforts 
after a collapse?
Blakenship	and	Leber	1995	(fish),	
Hulata	2001	(fish),	Bell	et	al.	
2006	(fish),	Baums	2008	(coral)
Lipcius et al. 2008, Juinio-Menez 
et al. 2008 (urchin), Okuzawa et 
al. 2008
How can effective population 
size be estimated in marine 
organisms?
Bazin et al. 2006, Charlesworth 
2009, Hare et al. 2011
Arnaud-Haond et al. 2006
How can marine biodiversity be 
assessed at community level?
Venter et al. 2004, Chariton et al. 
2010, Ardura et al. 2011, Caron 
et al. 2012, Quing Yun and YuHe 
2011
–
How do organisms respond to 
environmental stress?
Ladner and Palumbi 2012, 
Barshis et al. 2013
–
Can individuals be screened and 
selected for favorable traits for 
mariculture? 
– Benzie et al. 2002, Yan et al. 2011, 
Zhao et al. 2012
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2012, Wang et al. 2012a, Yang et al. 2012). This emerging availability of genome-wide 
data is of particular importance for many Indo-Pacific marine species of manage-
ment or conservation interest that have little to no history of molecular studies, as 
researchers are able to side-step the cumbersome and expensive process of develop-
ing markers, and access the genome via Gbs methods. While amplicon sequenc-
ing approaches will not cover the genome as densely as other Gbs approaches, the 
typically longer sequences will provide much more information per locus; a desirable 
Textbox D. Amplicon sequencing.
While massively-parallel sequencing technologies can now provide enough sequence data to 
cover an entire genome, they can also be employed to simultaneously sequence smaller num-
bers of loci across a large number of individuals. This “amplicon” method is conceptually 
simple:	genetic	regions	of	interest	are	targeted	with	specific	primers	or	probes,	and	enriched	
via PCR or subtractive hybridization (Hodges et al. 2009, Neiman et al. 2012). Barcodes and 
adapters are then added with a second PCR or ligation reaction. For PCR-based methods, these 
two steps may be combined by using “fusion primers” which comprise (from 5’ to 3’) the 
adapter sequence for the sequencing platform to be used, a barcode sequence, and the normal 
reverse-complemented	 recognition	 sequence	 for	 PCR	 amplification.	 Multiplexing	 multiple	
loci	in	a	single	PCR	reaction	can	provide	further	efficiencies.	Following	PCR	amplification,	
purification,	and	quantification,	individual	libraries	can	be	pooled	in	equimolar	amounts	and	
sequenced. Given the number of reads provided by any given sequencing platform, the method 
can be applied to any combination of individuals × loci, so long as adequate sequencing depth 
at each locus is allowed. The resultant sequence data for each locus are limited only by the 
read-length of the sequencing platform; they may contain multiple SNPs, indels, or other in-
formative genetic variation. Because next-generation sequencing (NGS) methods read from 
single-stranded molecules, the haplotypes of each gene copy are easily inferred without fur-
ther cloning or statistical haplotype reconstruction.
Until now, amplicon sequencing methods have primarily been used for characterizing micro-
bial diversity in environmental samples (e.g., Sogin et al. 2006) and for clinical detection of 
mutations (e.g., Kohlmann et al. 2010). However, the applications to molecular-based ecology 
and	evolution	 studies	are	clear:	Theorists	have	 long	called	 for	 the	characterization	of	 large	
numbers of loci from a population sample for the estimation of population genetic parameters 
and phylogenies (Pluzhnikov and Donnelly 1996, Felsenstein 2006). The potential for multiple 
SNPs means that, like microsatellites, each locus carries more genealogical information for 
probabilistic coalescent or parentage models than data from SNP genotyping platforms or 
RAD-tags.	However,	unlike	microsatellites,	scoring	genotypes	from	sequencing	data	is	objec-
tive and repeatable, and the underlying mutational model is well understood. 
Amplicon sequencing protocols are available for most massively parallel sequencing platforms 
(Glenn 2011), each of which has strengths and weaknesses with regard to this application. 
454 and Ion Torrent chemistries can potentially provide longer runs (although this advantage 
is steadily shrinking). However, the cost per base for this approach is much higher than for 
Illumina Hi-Seq. While Illumina sequencing is generally cheaper, and read length potential 
has been increasing, there is currently an issue with sequencing multiplexed “low-complexity” 
libraries wherein the initial bases of different component libraries are identical and are there-
fore called as the same sequence cluster (Krueger et al. 2011). This can be overcome by either 
spiking in higher diversity libraries, (albeit at the cost of up to 50% of sequencing depth), 
or by including degenerate bases downstream of the sequencing primer binding site in each 
construct (at the cost of approximately 4 bases per read). Furthermore, Illumina has recently 
offered new instrument software that aims to deal with this problem. Finally, amplicon reads 
from	Pacific	Biosciences	technology	can	be	significantly	longer	than	other	platforms	(up	to	1	
kb), although they are still relatively expensive and prone to random errors.
As	of	this	writing,	five	pioneering	studies	had	developed	protocols	for	the	identification	and	
targeted sequencing of nuclear loci for use in studies of molecular ecology and evolution 
(Bybee et al. 2011, Puritz et al. 2012, Lemmon et al. 2012, Zellmer et al. 2012, O’Neill et al. 
2013).	However,	it	is	still	the	early	days	for	NGS	sequencing	of	specific	amplicons,	and	un-
doubtedly, these protocols will continue to evolve. 
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Textbox E. Metagenomics through next generation sequencing.
Biodiversity studies historically focused on metazoan taxa amenable to morphological iden-
tification	(e.g.,	Roberts	et	al.	2002,	Willig	et	al.	2003).	However,	the	advent	of	DNA	sequenc-
ing allowed the characterization of microbial diversity from environmental samples (Pace et 
al.	1986,	Schmidt	et	al.	1991),	ushering	in	the	field,	metagenomics (Handelsman et al. 1998). 
Metagenomic	 approaches	 have	 explored	 microbial	 diversity	 in	 soils,	 biofilms,	 water	 sam-
ples and gut fauna among others (for reviews, see Riesenfeld et al. 2004, Tringe and Rubin 
2005),	 resulting	 in	a	major	 transformation	 in	how	we	view	microbial	communities.	For	ex-
ample,	Rohwer	et	al.	 (2001)	showed	that	 the	majority	of	microbes	associated	with	 the	coral	
Montastraea franksi Gregory, 1895 were novel species representing a wide diversity of taxa, 
but	were	dominated	by	cyanobacteria	and	α-proteobacteria,	a	sharp	contrast	to	results	from	
culture	studies.	Similarly,	Venter	et	al.	(2004)	identified	148	novel	bacterial	phylotypes	and	1.2	
million new genes from 1800 marine microbial taxa, changing our views of the diversity and 
ecological function of planktonic microbes. The power of metagenomic approaches resulted in 
its application to diversity studies across all kingdoms of life, including viruses (e.g., Breitbart 
el al. 2002, Edwards and Rohwer 2005), fungi (Anderson and Carney 2004, Unterseher et al. 
2011), planktonic eukaryotes (Rynearson and Palenik 2011, Quing Yun and YuHe 2011), and 
paleofauna (Noonen et al. 2005, Poinar et al. 2006). 
Early metagenomic studies relied on cloning, but cloning large pieces of genomic DNA 
proved challenging (Handelsman et al. 1998) and cloning PCR products, while easier, often 
yielded	skewed	diversity	profiles	depending	on	template	concentration	(PCR	bias,	Polz	and	
Cavanaugh 1998). Cloning also failed to recover dominant members of microbial communities 
(e.g.,	Lindquist	et	al.	2005),	even	when	other	methods	confirmed	their	presence,	because	the	
expense of cloning limited the total number of sequences obtained. 
Next-generation	sequencing	(NGS)	methods	are	a	major	advance	for	metagenomics	with	many	
key advantages. First, NGS methods can be based exclusively on environmental DNA extrac-
tions, eliminating PCR bias, providing more accurate diversity estimates. Second, a single 
NGS run provides many orders of magnitude more sequences than cloning at a fraction of the 
cost and effort; exceptionally high coverage captures low frequency sequences, resulting in 
better diversity estimates (Medinger et al. 2010). Lastly, the large numbers of bases sequenced 
during	NGS	analysis	can	produce	significant	coverage	of	the	entire	genomes	of	organisms	with	
simpler	genomes	(e.g.,	microbes	and	viruses),	allowing	for	the	identification	of	diversity	and	
analyses of novel genes and gene function (see Petrosino et al. 2009 for review), improving 
our understanding of the ecological function of these communities (Schloss and Handelsman 
2003). 
NGS	data	 is	 transforming	 the	field	of	metagenomics.	For	example,	Turnbaugh	et	al.	 (2007)	
showed that the human microbiome has a “metagenome” that is 100 times larger than the hu-
man genome, and that human DNA is only a small portion of the human organism (Haiser and 
Thurnbaugh	2012).	Metcalf	et	al.	(2012)	identified	novel	methane	synthesis	pathways	in	marine	
microbes providing a potential explanation to the “methane paradox” (Kiene 1991), advancing 
our understanding of biogeochemical cycling. NGS methods have facilitated the comparison 
of microbiomes in healthy and diseased individuals, improving our understanding the disease 
ecology (Cox-Foster et al. 2007).
In the marine realm most NGS metagenomic research effort remains focused on marine mi-
crobial diversity (Caron et al. 2012, Gilbert and Dupont 2011, Zinger et al. 2011). However, 
the potential application of NGS techniques in marine environments is vast. The number of 
marine metazoans isn’t known within an order of magnitude (Sala and Knowlton 2006, Reaka-
Kudla 1997) and NGS metagenomic techniques hold great promise for illuminating this hid-
den diversity (Medinger et al. 2010, Bik et al. 2012). For example, metagenomics approaches 
have	identified	the	composition	of	eukaryotic	picoplankton	communities	(Piganeau et al. 2008, 
Cuvelier et al. 2010), providing new insights to the diversity and function of this community 
(see Rynearson and Palenik 2011 for review). Similarly, Chariton et al. (2010) explored the di-
versity of eukaryotic taxa within marine sediment, identifying 640 taxon clusters in 54 unique 
phyla. NGS-based metagenomic approaches utilizing the DNA barcoding marker COI have 
recently	been	applied	to	rapid	assessments	of	biodiversity	in	artisanal	and	commercial	finfish	
fisheries	(Ardura	et	al.	2011).	To	date,	DNA	barcoding	of	marine	larvae	have	been	relatively	
limited in scope, yet have been remarkably effective in identifying cryptic biodiversity (e.g., 
Barber	and	Boyce	2006).	NGS	approaches	could	be	applied	to	planktonic	fish	or	invertebrate	
larvae and to marine holoplankton, magnifying our ability to detect and document biodiversity 
in the plankton, much like Yu et al. (2012) did for terrestrial arthropods. 
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feature for inference from coalescent and parentage models (bybee et al. 2011, Puritz 
et al. 2012, Lemmon et al. 2012, Zellmer et al. 2012).
Of course, more refined genomics studies require a whole genome sequence, and 
with substantial effort these same NGs approaches may be used to acquire a draft 
“instant genome” in non-model organisms (see textbox b). Absent a whole genome, 
and with somewhat lesser effort, dense meiotic maps may be generated to enable ge-
nomics study. such dense genomic maps as well as association maps based upon Gbs 
are rapidly emerging in non-model organisms (Amores et al. 2011, baxter et al. 2011, 
Davey et al. 2011, Everett et al. 2012, Houston et al. 2012; see textbox b).
toward Population Genomics in the Indo-Pacific region.—Gbs (includ-
ing amplicon sequencing) data will prove useful to Indo-Pacific researchers for their 
ability to greatly improve the resolution of population genetic, phylogeographic, and 
phylogenetic studies. The Indo-Pacific is the largest biogeographic region on Earth, 
with species ranges that may span up to two-thirds of the globe (spalding et al. 2007). 
because gene flow for most of these species is mediated by pelagic larval dispersal, 
they will typically large coalescent effective population sizes, which tend to drive up 
heterozygosity and depress the maximum value of Fst (crandall et al. 2012). These 
large effective population sizes also ensure that genealogical histories and popula-
tion structure are obfuscated by a longer expected time for lineage sorting to occur. 
traditional population genetic and phylogeography studies have typically sampling 
a small fraction of the genome (often 1 to 20 loci). While this amount of informa-
tion has certainly been sufficient to answer many important questions about Indo-
Pacific population structure (bowen et al. 2014), Gbs approaches will provide many 
orders of magnitude more markers, which will allow integration across the universe 
of possible phylogeographic histories created by large marine effective population 
sizes (Knowles 2009), thus allowing much greater precision in parameter estimates 
(rubin et al. 2012). 
NGs provides a rich source of data for population and phylogeography studies. 
For example, an individual’s multilocus genotype provides key information that 
can be used to infer such important biological parameters as parentage and kin-
ship (Anderson and Garza 2006), the population of origin of a sampled individual 
NGS methods can also improve our accuracy of biodiversity surveys, providing markedly 
different estimates of biodiversity from morphological based methods (Groisillier et al. 2006, 
Fonseca et al. 2010, Pfrender et al. 2010), highlighting sampling and preservation biases (Bik 
et al. 2012). Additionally, documenting marine biodiversity in taxa ranging from viruses and 
microbes to larger metazoans will allow the examination of associations among marine taxa, 
allowing better understanding of the ecological associations and functions of marine com-
munities. This baseline data also opens up new avenues for monitoring biodiversity changes 
over time, particularly with respect to anthropogenic stressors or climate change (Baird and 
Hajibabaei	2012).
While there is much promise in the application of NGS metagenomic methods to marine eco-
systems, such studies are still in their infancy and as such, challenges still remain. Few biodi-
versity scientists have the computational skills to manage NGS metagenomics data (Pfredner 
et al. 2010, Bik et al. 2012). There are also concerns about quality control such as chimeric 
sequences	that	can	result	in	inflated	biodiversity	estimates	(Porazinska	et	al.	2010).	However,	
metagenomic techniques will increasingly provide important insights into marine biodiversity, 
providing a critical complement to morphological based techniques. As informatics tools and 
methods	are	 refined,	NGS	based	metagenomic	 techniques	will	 likely	have	a	 transformative	
effect on marine biodiversity studies, improving our understanding of the evolution and eco-
logical function of these communities.
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Textbox F. Gene Expression and RNA-seq.
One application of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies is the investigation of 
which genes and pathways are involved in the response to a given change. The deep sequenc-
ing coverage provided by NGS, it is now possible to sequence and quantify the entire transcrip-
tome (the complete set of expressed transcripts). This is analogous to the cDNA microarray 
(Schena et al. 1995) wherein a broad suite of genes can be examined for changes in expres-
sion	within	the	same	experimental	setup.	The	advantages	of	expression	profiling	via	RNA-seq	
(Nagalakshmi	et	al.	2008)	are	threefold:	(a)	no	prior	genomic	information	is	required	(for	a	
microarray you either need a large clone library or actual sequence for each gene), (b) the NGS 
approach has a greater dynamic range of detection, and (c) one can examine both changes in 
expression and also have the direct sequence for every individual in the experiment which 
makes the data available to a variety of additional analyses not possible with microarrays 
(population genomics, detection of signatures of selection). RNA-seq can be applied to a vari-
ety	of	biological	questions	such	as:
Which genes respond to a particular environmental stress (e.g., temperature stress, oxidative 
stress, exposure to toxins, salinity stress)?
Which	genes	are	turned	on/off	during	various	stages	of	development?
Which genes show rhythmic patterns of expression over time (e.g., circadian clock gene 
discovery)?
The approaches to all of these questions are very similar once samples are obtained from a par-
ticular experiment. Common sense experimental guidelines apply [e.g., adequate replication, 
control samples where appropriate; see for example Auer and Doerge (2010)]. While beyond 
the scope of this section, approaches such as bulk segregant analysis (e.g., Liu et al. 2012) and 
genetic mapping of F1 genotypes via parental crosses may be required to fully tease apart the 
relative	influence	of	genetic	background	(e.g.,	Hunter	et	al.	2013).	Lastly,	working	with	RNA	is	
also more challenging than working with DNA because RNA is a more sensitive and unstable 
molecule.
Here,	we	describe	a	case	study	that	employed	transcriptome	sequencing	to	profile	gene	expres-
sion changes during heat stress in reef-building corals. The steps outlined here could be applied 
to any question related to the gene expression response to change (in this case, response to el-
evated temperature stress). This study was an attempt to examine the potential cellular mecha-
nisms responsible for differences in upper thermal tolerance limits between two populations of 
corals in American Samoa (see Barshis et al. 2013 for a complete description). We performed 
a heat stress experiment wherein replicate clonal fragments of 5 individual coral samples from 
two previously characterized populations (Oliver and Palumbi 2011), termed here the tolerant 
and susceptible populations, were exposed to control and elevated temperatures.
There are two main types of RNA-seq, “tag-based” or “3Seq”, for species in which a reference 
transcriptome assembly is available, and “shotgun RNA-seq. Tag-based approaches to RNA-
seq (Beck et al. 2010, Meyer et al. 2011) utilize poly-A cDNA construction so that all reads 
come from a single, narrow window at the 3’ end of each transcript. This allows for greater 
determination	of	strand	specificity,	leverages	existing	transcriptomic	resources	(instead	of	de	
novo assembly), and provides a straightforward and cost-effective route to gene expression 
profiling	 (approximately	$50	per	sample).	 In	shotgun	RNA-seq,	cDNA	libraries	are	created	
via random hexamer priming. This approach could introduce unnecessary noise into the data; 
however, this may only erode the statistical power to detect small changes in expression and 
would likely not obscure strong differences between treatments. We chose to construct our 
cDNA library using random hexamer priming, as these sequences were going to be used both 
for a de novo transcriptome assembly (since no species transcriptome reference was yet pub-
lished)	and	gene	expression	profiling.	We	also	chose	to	perform	the	more	expensive	paired-
end sequencing on a set of the lanes to increase read length and aid in de novo assembly. The 
remaining lanes were sequenced as single-end runs to avoid the additional cost. Our target 
coverage was approximately 18–20 million reads per individual sample, which was more than 
sufficient	for	the	purposes	of	the	present	study.
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We assembled the sequences from every individual (single-end and paired-end) into 220,213 
contigs. A more detailed description of the assembly, annotation, and data analysis steps can 
be	found	in	the	instructional	publication	describing	the	NGS	pipeline:	Simple	Fools	Guide	to	
Population Genomics via RNA-seq (SFG; De Wit et al. 2012).
An additional challenge with a symbiotic organism such as coral is the presence of sequences 
from	a	variety	of	different	taxa	(e.g.,	coral	host,	dinoflagellate	symbiont,	coral-associated	fun-
gi, and additional microbial associates). We compared our full assembly to known cnidarian-
only	sequences	from	other	species	(various	EST	libraries	and	the	first	draft	coral	genome)	to	
extract	the	subset	of	contigs	that	belonged	only	to	the	coral/cnidarian	host.	We	ended	up	with	
33,496 putative coral genes, which were used for analysis. We used a similar approach to iden-
tify the sequences for fungi (Amend et al. 2012) and Symbiodinium	dinoflagellates	(Ladner	
and Palumbi 2012). While contamination may be a more pronounced issue in corals due to 
their association with a wide variety of taxa, for any taxon it is important to consider what ad-
ditional genomic resources are available that can be used to screen an assembly for sequences 
that come only from that particular taxon.
After	sequencing	and	assembly,	each	individual	sequence	was	mapped	(i.e.,	aligned/matched)	
to the reference for differential expression analyses. We used the DESeq package in R (Anders 
and Huber 2010) to identify gene expression differences between putatively heat-tolerant and 
heat-susceptible corals in our experiment. Both populations demonstrated a transcriptional re-
sponse	to	the	heat	stress,	changing	expression	significantly	between	control	and	heated	corals	
across 159 and 247 contigs (i.e., genes) in the tolerant and susceptible population, respectively. 
Many of these genes had similar functions and previously characterized roles in the stress 
response (e.g., molecular chaperones, antioxidants, apoptosis regulators). Interestingly, there 
were	169	genes	that	responded	significantly	to	the	heat	stress	in	the	sensitive	corals	but	did	not	
show	significant	change	in	the	tolerant	corals.	Upon	further	investigation,	we	found	that	the	
tolerant corals not only showed a reduced response (i.e., did not change as much under heat 
stress) across these 169 genes, but also had higher expression of a number of these genes under 
control conditions, suggesting that these pathways may already be “frontloaded” or turned-on 
in the tolerant population. The tolerant corals from our experiment come from a reef section 
that	undergoes	extreme	daily	fluctuations	in	temperature,	pH,	and	dissolved	O2 (pool 300 from 
Craig et al. 2001), suggesting that acquired stress tolerance in these corals may be a product 
of natural environmental exposure to extreme conditions. Future work is needed to demon-
strate if this pattern of frontloading is a true cause of the increased tolerance or if some other 
mechanism may be contributing to the pattern. Additionally, we cannot determine from this 
first	experiment	if	the	increased	tolerance	of	corals	from	the	more	extreme	areas	is	genetically	
based (i.e. adaptive) or a product of acclimatization to the extreme conditions (i.e., phenotypic 
plasticity) though this represents an area of future research interest (see Barshis et al. 2013 for 
a full presentation and discussion of the results).
The case study outlined here illustrates a practical application of the RNA-seq approach to 
investigation of the molecular mechanisms responsible for a particular phenotypic difference 
(tolerance and sensitivity to heat stress) between two groups of corals. The primary advantages 
of	this	approach	are:	(1)	a	reference	genome	or	transcriptome	is	not	required,	enabling	this	type	
of investigation in non-model taxa; (2) the sequence data generated can be used for many other 
purposes	besides	gene	expression	profiling	such	as	SNP	discovery	or	phylogenetic	inference	
(Ladner	et	al.	2012);	and	(3)	the	product	is	a	comprehensive	scan	across	the	majority	of	the	
transcriptome from the taxon of interest, potentially resulting in the discovery of novel gene 
targets	or	pathways.	Some	of	the	primary	cautions	with	this	approach	are:	(1)	bioinformatics	
challenges are often underestimated by novice laboratories, and (2) this is only a correlative 
approach, thus true demonstration of a causative relationship between a particular candidate 
gene	or	pathway	and	a	functional	phenotype	can	take	years	to	investigate	via	gene	knockouts/
knockdowns,	mutant	strains,	and/or	RNA-interference	approaches.	
(rannala and Mountain 1997, Novembre et al. 2008), the probability that an individ-
ual is the product of recent hybridization among populations or species (Anderson 
and Thompson 2002), the degree of historical or recent connectivity among popula-
tions (Wilson and rannala 2003, Pickrell and Pritchard 2012) and the effective size 
and demographic history of a population (storz and beaumont 2002, Hare et al. 2011; 
table 3). Each of these methods have applications in refining our understanding of 
marine population structure and evolutionary history in the Indo-Pacific region, 
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and will benefit from the greater resolution provided by Gbs data. A good example 
of multilocus genotype approaches in a rigorous bayesian statistical framework is 
found in the software package structure (Prichard et al. 2000a). This package allows 
researchers to analyze different hypotheses of population structure and determine 
the most likely number of population units, as well as the proportion of each indi-
vidual’s ancestry that is derived from each population. The sensitivity of multilocus 
genotype tests depends heavily upon the number of markers that have been sampled, 
and in general a larger number of markers greatly increase the ability to infer the 
aforementioned parameters. Gbs-based approaches provide significantly increased 
power because of the very large number of markers that can be sampled across the 
genomes of hundreds or thousands of individuals. 
An example of the potential power of Gbs approaches for Indo-Pacific phylogeog-
raphy can be found in a recent study the pitcher plant mosquito Wyeomyia smithii 
Table 3. Primary genetic problems in marine conservation and how genomics can contribute to their solutions 
(after Allendorf et al. 2010).  
Primary problem Possible genomic solution
Estimation of effective population size 
(Ne), migration rate (m) and selection 
coefficient (s)
Increasing the number of markers, reconstructing pedigrees and 
using haplotype information will provide greater power to estimate 
and monitor Ne and m, as well as to identify migrants, estimate the direction of migration and estimate s for individual loci within a 
population. Studies of juveniles will help to identify patterns of 
spatially varying selection across life history stages. 
 
Identification of units of conservation: 
species, distinct population segments, 
and management units
The incorporation of adaptive genes and gene expression will 
augment our understanding of conservation units based on neutral 
genes and improve our ability to conduct phylogeographic studies 
and evaluation of efforts such as IUCN Red lists. The use of 
individual-based seascape genetics will help to identify boundaries 
between conservation units more precisely for design of fisheries 
management zones (FMX) and/or marine protected areas (MPAs).
  
Increasing power for mixture and 
individual assignment
Increasing the number of markers and including non-neutral 
markers will improve the ability to conduct mixture analyses 
and individual assignment to population of origin for fisheries 
management, enforcement, migration, bycatch, and truth-in-labeling 
studies of post-processed fish products. This information can help 
guide better management of multi-species fisheries and aid in the 
Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management (EAFM). Mixture 
analyses can also be used to track stocks with wide-ranging marine 
migrations that span national boundaries.
Predicting the ability of populations 
to adapt to climate change and other 
anthropogenic challenges
Understanding adaptive genetic variation will help to predict the 
response to harvesting by humans and to evaluate the ability of 
sensitive marine organisms to adapt to environmental stresses 
including rapidly changing temperature, acidity, salinity, and sea 
levels.  
 Minimizing genetic effects of 
restoration
Numerous markers throughout the genome could be monitored 
to detect whether populations used for restoration or restocking 
are becoming adapted to captivity, help guide the development of 
robust broodstock for mariculture, and serve as genomic markers 
for quantitative or disease-related traits.  
Predicting the viability of local 
populations
Understanding the viability of local populations through gene 
expression profiling, common garden and reciprocal transplant 
experiments, and estimation of ratios of effective (Ne) to census size 
(N) will better inform local conservation planning.
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coquillett, 1901. The postglacial phylogeography of this species was poorly estimated 
using mtDNA sequence data but the relationship of 15 populations from the Eastern 
seaboard of North America was well resolved with only a modest amount of rAD 
sequence data (Emerson et al. 2010). The resolution of this phylogenetic reconstruc-
tion was expanded with the addition of several other populations (Merz 2012). Other 
such phylogeographic studies using Gbs markers have recently been completed in 
the carnivorous plant Sarracenia alata Alph. Wood (Zellmer et al. 2012), cichlid 
fishes in Lake Victoria (Wagner et al. 2013), ninespine stickleback Pungitius pun-
gitius Linnaeus, 1758 in scandinavia (bruneaux et al. 2013), and recently diverged 
species of birds (Mccormack et al. 2012). We are not aware of published phylogeo-
graphic studies utilizing Gbs in the Indo-Pacific region; however, a myriad of studies 
are underway. These include a pilot study examining three Philippine populations 
of parrotfishes (b stockwell, unpubl data), a phylogeographic study comparing two 
sympatric sea stars with differing life history strategies in Australia using 454 am-
plicons (Puritz et al. unpubl data), a Gbs study of intertidal and subtidal popula-
tions of Hawaiian limpets Cellana talcosa A.A. Gould, 1846 (cE bird unpubl data), a 
phylogenomics approach to the study of species delineation and phenotypic plastic-
ity in Indo-Pacific scleractinian corals (ZH Forsman unpubl data), and a population 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of interacting factors to consider when considering the study of 
genomics natural populations (after Allendorf et al. 2010). Traditional population genetics, using 
small panels of mostly neutral markers, provides direct estimates of some interacting factors 
(solid boxes). Population genomics using genotyping by sequencing (GBS) can address a wider 
range of factors (dashed boxes). GBS also promises more precise estimates of neutral processes 
(solid	boxes)	and	understanding	of	the	specific	genetic	basis	of	all	of	these	factors.	For	example,	
small panels of markers may be the best tool to estimate overall migration rates or inbreeding 
coefficients,	whereas	genomic	tools	can	assess	gene	flow	rates	that	are	specific	to	adaptive	loci	or	
founder-specific	inbreeding	coefficients.
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genomics study of spinner dolphins (Kr Andrews unpubl data). These and other 
forthcoming studies utilizing Gbs in the Indo-Pacific region will broaden our un-
derstanding of regional phylogeographic patterns, as well as the geological events 
that may have shaped them.
Pleistocene sea-level fluctuations have alternately exposed and flooded the mas-
sive sunda and sahul shelves, creating range expansions and contractions together 
with intermittent allopatry between populations in the Indian and Pacific oceans 
(benzie 1999). This appears to have resulted in frequent introgression events among 
divergent lineages from each basin (crandall et al. 2008, Hobbs et al. 2009, Gagnaire 
et al. 2011). Using data from 858 AFLPs in the catadromous eel Anguilla marmorata 
Quoy and Gaimard, 1824, Gagnaire et al. (2011) were able to detect three distinct 
populations to the west, east, and north of the coral triangle, and apparently ram-
pant hybridization within it. The example below shows how genomic data from Gbs 
approaches will allow even more detailed study of what may be the world’s largest 
suture zone (carpenter et al. 2011). 
In a recent rAD-seq population genomic analysis of oceanic and freshwater stick-
leback from across the state of Oregon, UsA (catchen et al. 2013), fish were sampled 
from coastal, Willamette basin, and central Oregon sites to address specific hypoth-
eses of introgressive hybridization and recent range expansion. rAD-seq sNP data 
from nearly 1000 individuals were analyzed using structure. The distribution of 
bayesian posterior probabilities of group assignment for each individual with respect 
to their collecting location exhibited a clear phylogeographic break between coastal 
and inland populations. In addition, Willamette basin and central Oregon popula-
tions formed a clade of closely related populations, a finding consistent with a recent 
introduction of stickleback into central Oregon. Interestingly, coastal oceanic and 
freshwater populations exhibited significant number of individuals with a range of 
multilocus genotypes from both populations, possibly the result of ongoing hybrid-
ization between fish from the two habitats. In contrast to the coastal populations, the 
Willamette basin and central Oregon populations exhibited a clear pattern in which 
the central Oregon specific genotypic combinations were present at low frequency 
in the Willamette basin. These data clearly support a recent human introduction of 
stickleback into habitats east of the cascade range, and demonstrate the power of 
Gbs data to produce multilocus genotype data that can elucidate very recent demo-
graphic patterns of population connectivity.
studies examining population structure, recent demographic patterns, phyloge-
netic relationships, and other aspects within the emerging field of population ge-
nomics are benefitting greatly from rich data sets generated by NGs methods. The 
development of more “user-friendly” software and bioinformatics tools will be the 
next advance in the field with progress already underway in making these programs 
broadly accessible. by utilizing large amounts of genomic data that can be sampled 
from both across the genome and across population, broad-brush perspectives can 
provide a robust exploration of the demographic, ecological and evolutionary ques-
tions central to conservation issues in southeast Asia. Of the research questions pre-
sented by scientists and resource managers at PacAsI (table 1), those targeting the 
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connectivity and boundary of commercially-important or threatened species, and 
quantifying genetic variability and population structure for restoration and manage-
ment are well-suited for the Gbs approaches discussed here. 
section II: 
How can Next-generation sequencing Assess Local 
Adaptation in the Marine Environment?
Adaptation to local habitat, being a result of evolutionary divergence in response 
to spatially variable environment, provides arguably the best experimental platform 
to elucidate basic mechanisms of evolution (Kawecki and Ebert 2004), which can 
now be supplemented by molecular insights from genome-wide genetic variation and 
gene expression profiling based on NGs (stapley et al. 2010, radwan and babik 2012). 
These studies are of great interest for marine ecology and conservation for four major 
reasons. First, spatial patterns of adaptation could indicate which types of habitat are 
more stressful for the studied organisms, which in the marine environment can be 
far from obvious. second, understanding the genes and molecular pathways modi-
fied during adaptation can identify the mechanistic basis for differences between 
populations and highlight functional constraints on adaptive responses. Third, 
availability of genetic markers of adaptation would allow identifying populations at 
high- and low-risk of extinction with respect to changing selection pressure. Fourth, 
genetic studies could inform us about the rates of adaptation and the demographic 
processes involved. A deeper understanding of these different aspects of adaptation 
would greatly help prioritizing conservation efforts. 
We are only beginning to take advantage of the NGs opportunities, and much re-
mains to be learned in the ways of experimental design, data analysis, and especially 
interpretation and validation. In this section, we outline several questions related 
to genome-environment interactions in space that can be considerably informed by 
NGs methods.
before NGs: Establishing the Fact of Adaptive Divergence between 
Populations.—A population is said to exhibit local adaptation if its members are 
more fit in their native habitat than individuals immigrating or transplanted from 
other locations (Kawecki and Ebert 2004). two types of experiments are tradition-
ally used to demonstrate local adaptation: reciprocal transplantation (rt) and com-
mon garden (cG) (Kawecki and Ebert 2004, sotka 2005, sanford and Kelly 2011). 
rt experiments compare fitness of individuals from different populations when out-
planted together to their respective field environments, while cG experiments bring 
individuals from different populations into the same controlled environment and 
directly test potential selective factors, looking for population-wise difference in per-
formance. These two approaches are complementary: rts establish the fact of local 
adaptation but do not identify the factors driving it, while cGs address the effect of 
particular factors but may overlook some of the important ones, and therefore can-
not guarantee that local adaptation, if present, will always be detected.
Local adaptation has two components: physiological adjustments at the level of an 
individual (physiological adaptation, or acclimatization), and changes in population-
wide frequencies of the alleles affecting organisms’ physiology (genetic adaptation). 
Genetic adaptation in particular is a continuous source of excitement for biologists, 
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since it directly relates to fundamental evolutionary processes, and has been a sub-
ject of excellent reviews recently (sotka 2005, sanford and Kelly 2011). The interest 
in the genetic component of adaptation is such that “local adaptation” as a term is 
sometimes defined as the genetic component only (sanford and Kelly 2011). An ac-
ceptable way to achieve genetics-only contrast (i.e., free from effects of prior expo-
sure to different environments and from environment-driven maternal effects) is to 
compare second-generation offspring reared in cG conditions (e.g., torres-Dowdall 
et al. 2012), which is not feasible for most marine organisms. In the marine environ-
ment, the individuals for rt and cG experiments are typically collected from the 
field, and therefore there is always a question to which extent the population-wise 
differences, if observed, are due to genetics vs long-term acclimatization (sanford 
and Kelly 2011). still, much can be learned about the organisms’ ecology by consider-
ing genetic and physiological components of adaptation jointly.
Whether the adaptation is due to genetic modifications or long-term acclimatiza-
tion for which the effects do not dissipate over the length of the experiment [typical-
ly, weeks to a year (sotka 2005, sanford and Kelly 2011)], the results can still address 
several fundamental questions about the interaction of the organisms with their en-
vironment. rt experiments can determine which environment of the ones tested 
is more challenging, and whether there are tradeoffs to being able to survive in it, 
such as diminished fitness in other environments. cG experiments can identify the 
factors that impose the greatest fitness costs in their natural habitat, and therefore 
should be the primary focus of attention for marine conservation. A good example 
of this is the contrast between the degree of coral decline at inshore patch reefs and 
the offshore reef tract in the Florida Keys. Inshore patch reefs are characterized by 
elevated turbidity, sedimentation, nutrients, and high temperature variation (boyer 
and briceno 2011), all of which affect coral growth detrimentally in the lab (stafford-
smith 1993, Ferrier-Pages et al. 2001, Jokiel 2004, Fabricius 2005). The offshore reef 
tract, on the other hand, is characterized by mild temperature and low turbidity, 
and generally one would expect that buffering by the Florida current (a part of the 
Gulf stream) and remoteness from sources of pollution on shore would facilitate 
better coral survival there. contrary to this expectation, inshore patch reefs in the 
Florida Keys consistently exhibit higher coral cover and higher coral growth rates 
than offshore reefs (causey et al. 2002, Lirman and Fong 2007). A recent review cov-
ering coral decline in the Florida Keys suggests that the scientific community should 
stop debating the causes of reef decline and initiate a blanket strategy to reduce all 
threats, particularly those of anthropogenic origin (Pandolfi et al. 2005). Yet anthro-
pogenic input does not seem to be responsible for the decline of offshore reefs; while 
action is needed, how can managers address threats that are undefined? rt and cG 
experiments can help refine our basic understanding of coral reef stressors, in the 
Florida Keys, southeast Asia, and globally, to generate predictive models that match 
anomalous patterns. Notably, NGs technologies are not necessary for this initial 
stage of analysis; they come into play later when the presence of adaptive divergence 
between populations is already established and the focus of inquiry shifts towards its 
physiological and genetic mechanisms.
Physiological Mechanisms of Adaptation.—A major challenge in stud-
ies of local adaptation based on rt and cG experiments is to identify its environ-
mental drivers. Guessing from the physical parameters of the environment can be 
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misleading, and organism-level fitness proxies assessed in these experiments are, by 
design, not specific enough to reflect the action of any particular factor. Even if cG 
experiments indicate that populations have different responses to some factor, this 
does not necessarily mean that this is indeed the major driver of adaptation. 
Global gene expression profiling using rNA-sequencing (rNA-seq; Wang et al. 
2009, textbox F) and in particular the cost-efficient tag-based version of it (Meyer et 
al. 2011), is the NGs-based approach that can help in this case, serving as a powerful 
tool to generate hypotheses for subsequent testing in cG experiments. The basic idea 
is to compare gene expression profiles in individuals undergoing an rt experiment, 
to identify groups of genes that are regulated in response to transplantation and, in 
the same time, are consistently expressed at different levels in individuals from dif-
ferent populations (see textbox F for details). Association of these genes with par-
ticular organismal functions, such as heat stress response, immunity, detoxification, 
or various aspects of metabolism, would provide a good lead to the environmental 
factors driving physiological divergence between populations (Ouborg et al. 2010), 
whether based on acclimatization or genetics. For example, barshis et al. (2013) used 
rNA-seq to evaluate molecular responses to short-term temperature stress in cor-
als from tidal pools in American samoa that experience different variability in daily 
temperature regimes. barshis et al. (2013) found that corals from the hotter pools 
exhibit constitutively elevated expression of stress response genes such as heat shock 
proteins, antioxidant enzymes, apoptosis and tumor suppression factors, and in-
nate immune components. They suggested that this mechanism of “frontloading” 
transcription might facilitate increased thermotolerance in reef-building corals by 
making them more resistant to the acute stress exposure. Another study (Kenkel et 
al. 2013) used a cost-efficient tag-based variant of rNA-seq to identify a number of 
genes whose expression was associated with higher thermotolerance of inshore coral 
population relative to offshore population. In contrast to the study by barshis et al. 
(2013), the main signal in this case was related to adjustments of the core metabolic 
processes, suggesting divergent strategies to manage energy budgets.
Genetic Mechanisms of Adaptation in the sea.—to find a gene, or genes, 
under divergent selection across environments is what nearly every evolutionary bi-
ologist interested in adaptation hopes for. The population genetics and molecular 
function of such gene would shed light on all aspects of adaptation, such as which 
environmental factors affect the organism most, what are the demographic process-
es leading to divergence, and which molecular mechanisms are responsible for the 
phenotypic change (stapley et al. 2010). In addition, such “adaptation markers” would 
have a great value for marine conservation since they could be used as indicators of 
population’s vulnerability in the face of anthropogenic stressors, including climate 
change. 
It has been argued that local adaptation in the sea can result in “phenotype-envi-
ronment mismatch” (Marshall et al. 2010), which is specialization for a particular 
kind of environment manifested as reduced fitness in any other environments. For 
marine organisms that do not move much (or at all) as adults have the potential to 
disperse very far as larvae, such specialization can have interesting consequences: 
the degree of genetic connectivity might become more dependent on environmental 
similarity between locations rather than the time it would take a larva to traverse the 
distance between them. For example, the pattern of coral decline in the Florida Keys 
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mentioned above might be partially attributable to the inability of surviving inshore 
corals to colonize the devastated offshore reefs because of their specialization for 
inshore habitat.
One particular problem pertaining to local adaptation in the marine environment 
that merits an in-depth investigation in the near future is the tendency of marine 
organisms to have broad connectivity ranges relative to the scale of environmental 
heterogeneity that would require local adaptation. A good example is, once again, 
the contrast between inshore and offshore reef habitats in barrier reef systems such 
as the Great barrier reef or the Florida Keys. These environments are different in a 
number of physical and biological parameters (Mieog et al. 2009, boyer and briceno 
2011), and yet the distance between them is at least an order of magnitude small-
er than the dispersal distance of the planktonic larvae of most resident organisms 
(cowen and sponaugle 2009). In the terrestrial environment, this would present a 
serious problem since one of the key prerequisites to achieve local genetic adapta-
tion is restricted migration between populations (Felsenstein 1976). Otherwise, im-
migration of maladapted genotypes could swamp the adaptive gene pool, which in 
theory may even result in the extinction of the population, or “migrational melt-
down” (ronce and Kirkpatrick 2001). In the sea, however, the migratory stages in the 
vast majority of cases are larvae rather than reproductively capable adults, so that 
the migration does not immediately result in gene flow. Upon their recruitment to 
a particular habitat, selection has considerable time to deplete the unfit individuals 
before they reach maturity, so that the resulting adult population would show a much 
higher proportion of individuals possessing genetic variants and traits matching the 
local environment than the original population of recruits. In most terrestrial ani-
mals, the migrating individuals are adults ready to reproduce, thus their misadapta-
tion must be much more pronounced to achieve the same degree of exclusion from 
the reproductive pool. In contrast, in the sea the time lag between recruitment and 
reproduction would allow selection to be very efficient, so that local genetic adapta-
tion would be achievable within each generation despite high migration, as long as 
the adaptive polymorphisms are segregating in the metapopulation (Levene 1953, 
Hedgecock 1986, slatkin 1987). some authors choose to call this mechanism “spa-
tially varying selection” (Gagnaire et al. 2012a), “balanced polymorphism” (sanford 
and Kelly 2011) or “polymorphism-based local selection” (somero 2010) rather than 
“local adaptation,” to emphasize differences in underlying demographic processes. 
Importantly for the Gbs approaches to detect such adaptive genetic variants (see 
below), this mode of adaptation might be very advantageous, since the rest of the 
genome outside adaptive loci can be expected to show little or no genetic differentia-
tion because of pervasive gene flow (unless selection is extremely strong and elimi-
nates all or nearly all the individuals bearing unfavorable alleles). An excellent recent 
example of how selection can shape locally adapted populations from a common 
pool of larvae is the story of the panmictic American eels, which all spawn in the 
sargasso sea but then end up in freshwater basins all along the Atlantic coast of 
North America, from Florida to Labrador, exhibiting strong genetic differentiation 
only at some, potentially adaptive, genetic loci (Gagnaire et al. 2012b). In marine 
invertebrates, the evidence for this adaptation mechanism still amounts to just a few 
studies (schmidt and ran 2001, Pespeni et al. 2012), neither in the Indo-West Pacific 
region. 
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Identifying signature of Genetic selection from Population Genomics 
via Gbs.—because of the massive amounts of genomic data, Gbs approaches pro-
vide not only global estimates of population structure and gene flow (see section 
I above), but allow determination of the variance across the genome of the effects 
of evolutionary and ecological processes on the structuring of genetic diversity. In 
particular, natural selection shapes patterns of genetic variation among individu-
als, populations, and species, and it does so differentially across genomes. tests for 
selection in population genomics are diverse (for an overview, see Hohenlohe et al. 
2010b). These assays of genetic variation focus on a plethora of genetic patterns, from 
nucleotide diversity and allele frequency spectra within and among populations, to 
haplotype structure and linkage disequilibrium, to fixed DNA sequence divergence 
among related taxa. The influence of selection on single loci in natural populations 
can be tentatively inferred from summary statistics describing population differenti-
ation (e.g., Fst; beaumont 2005), allele frequency spectrum (tajima’s D; tajima 1989), 
or genetic sequence divergence between species (dN/ds; Yang and Nelsen 1998) at 
specific loci; however, this inference must still be confirmed in cross-validation stud-
ies (see below). 
One promise of a Gbs-based population genomics approach is the simultaneous 
identification of both a genome-wide average and outliers for any given statistic, 
whether traditional measures of allele frequencies or aspects of coalescent genealogy. 
The genome-wide average is taken to provide a baseline examination of neutral pro-
cesses, both demographic (e.g., population size, migration rate) and genetic (e.g., mu-
tation rate, recombination). Outliers from this background can indicate the action of 
natural selection or other evolutionary forces on specific loci (Luikart et al. 2003; but 
see Hohenlohe et al. 2010b for potential difficulties). The Gbs family of methods is 
well suited to identify genomic regions under natural selection in differentiated pop-
ulations because Gbs markers occur at high density throughout the genome and are 
therefore likely to be found in close proximity of the loci under selection, at a physical 
distance less than the extend of linkage disequilibrium. Genetic adaptation due to 
divergent selection at certain loci would be manifested at increased Fst accompanied 
by a decrease in genetic diversity within either or both of the diverging populations. 
Other forms of selection can also be inferred: for example, genomic regions under 
balancing selection, either because of over-dominance or frequency dependent selec-
tion, would be detectable as significant increases in genetic diversity and heterozy-
gosity over that seen in the wider genome. rAD-seq approaches have already been 
used in many such studies on organisms from nematode worms (Andersen et al. 
2012), to butterflies (Nadeau et al. 2013), plants (stolting et al. 2013, Andrew et al. 
2013), but especially fishes (Hohenlohe et al. 2010b, 2011, 2012b, Amish et al. 2012, 
Everett et al. 2012, Hecht et al. 2012a,b, Keller et al. 2012, Miller et al. 2012a, Wagner 
et al. 2013). It must be noted, however, that Gbs methods, with the only exception of 
full genome resequencing, do not guarantee that markers would be found at or near 
every locus under selection, and hence there is always a possibility that some loci 
under selection would escape detection. 
Perhaps the most powerful inference about selection affecting specific loci in the 
genome can be made from analyzing multiple pairs of populations that diverged 
in parallel in response to the same environmental gradient. While Fst outliers in a 
single pair of populations can be indicative of adaptive evolution due to selection, 
other factors such as hidden population structure or stochastic processes can result 
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in false positives (e.g., Excoffier et al. 2009). However, finding Fst outliers localized to 
the same genetic region in additional, independently diverging pairs of populations 
would constitute much stronger evidence for the adaptive significance of that region 
with respect to the environmental gradient in question. For example, Hohenlohe et al. 
(2010a, 2011) used a high-throughput sequencing technique to genotype thousands 
of single nucleotide polymorphisms (sNPs) in two oceanic and three independently 
derived freshwater populations of Alaskan threespine sticklebacks, Gasterosteus 
aculeatus Linnaeus, 1758. Each of the three freshwater populations exhibited ele-
vated genetic differentiation from the oceanic ancestor at many of the same genomic 
regions, strongly suggesting adaptive divergence due to spatially variable selection. It 
is important to note, however, that selection may have acted on just one or two genes 
in each of these regions, but the extent of elevated population differentiation—the 
effect of selection—may cover dozens of genes in each region due to extensive linkage 
disequilibrium (Hohenlohe et al. 2010b).
Need for cross-validation.—Despite the promise of Gbs and rNA-seq, each 
of these approaches in isolation is not much more than a hypothesis-generating tool 
since each of these methods is prone to artifacts both of technical and analytical 
nature. The most convincing inference therefore can potentially be achieved by com-
bining the two approaches in a cross-validating study involving both genotyping and 
gene expression profiling. since the majority of adaptive mutations are hypothesized 
to be cis-regulatory (Wray 2007, Jones et al. 2012), a protein-coding gene under diver-
gent selection between populations is expected to show both the signature of genetic 
divergence revealed by Gbs and evidence of differential expression in cG and rt ex-
periments revealed by rNA-seq. The third approach that can be added to these two 
is mapping of quantitative trait loci (QtL) for phenotypic traits that diverge between 
populations. This approach is particularly feasible in broadcast-spawning marine 
organisms such as reef-building corals from which abundant outbred F1 progeny 
can be obtained. rAD and related methods (textbox c) can be used for associating 
genotypic variation in the F1 progeny with trait variation. We hope that in the fu-
ture additional adaptation-related studies will be designed to take advantage of these 
cross-validation opportunities.
conclusions
As marine conservation challenges of food security, biodiversity loss, and climate 
change move to the forefront of national priorities and are the focus of region-wide 
conservation initiatives in southeast Asia (George and Hussin 2010, Fidelman et 
al. 2012), genetics and genomics becomes an increasingly important tool in marine 
research and management to the region. Addressing these challenges will benefit 
from greater investments in molecular research infrastructure, a step recognized 
by southeast Asian nations with the establishment of national genomic centers in-
cluding the Thailand Genome Institute (http://gi.biotec.or.th/GI) and the Philippines 
Genomic center (http://pgcbioinformatics.blogspot.com/). The importance of ge-
netics and genomics is further recognized in national development plans, such as 
the comprehensive National Fisheries Industry Development Plan (cNFIDP) of the 
Philippines. 
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However, many researchers and scientists have yet to fully understand the nuances 
of NGs to maximize its potential applications for marine research and conserva-
tion. since food security is a primary priority in many countries in southeast Asia, 
research using molecular techniques is focused on aquaculture and commercially 
important species and typically utilizes a limited number of DNA markers. to date, 
the few publications from the region utilizing NGs methods are preliminary inves-
tigations and remain focused on aquaculture and marine biotechnology (Yan et al. 
2011, Arockiaraj et al. 2012, Lluisma et al. 2012, Zhao et al. 2012, Maralit and santos 
unpubl data). 
As described throughout this paper, knowledge on the ecology and evolution of 
marine organisms can also be gained from NGs studies (table 3). Not only will 
this allow for greater understanding of the target species, but more importantly in 
the region, it can help improve marine and resource management, which in turn 
will promote sustainable harvest and conservation to meet food security objec-
tives. research and education partnerships such as ctPIrE (for detailed review, see 
barber et al. 2014) and PacAsI, which are geared towards initiating capacity building 
of southeast Asian researchers and students marine molecular genomics, are very 
good catalysts for southeast Asian nations to fully embrace and apply genetics and 
genomics. Further, these partnerships open new opportunities to foreign scientists 
to expand their research efforts and build new collaborations to uncover answers to 
marine conservation challenges. 
Increased accessibility to NGs tools is revolutionizing marine research and gener-
ating excitement and anxiety for marine scientists who are eager to add these meth-
ods to their research toolbox. Here, we highlight a few key issues discussed in the 
PacAsI for NGs neophytes to consider as they explore the utility of NGs in their 
research. 
science, not the technology, steers the research.—Given its importance, 
we reiterate the value of scientists first deciding if NGs is the most appropriate tool 
for obtaining the data set needed to answer their research question. NGs tools may 
be at a disadvantage to first-generation sequencing methods that may be cheaper, 
more time efficient, and benefit from a well-developed data analysis infrastructure.
Data Management Planning.—In most cases, obtaining data from NGs meth-
ods is the easier part of a study. The larger challenges are data storage, manage-
ment, analysis and interpretation. Further, with whole genome sequencing on the 
horizon, marine scientists must figure out how the information can and should be 
used. Planning for the bioinformatics component of any NGs study is not trivial 
and ample time and resources must be allocated to this process (see table 2 for ex-
amples). Although collaboration with trained bioinformaticians can be productive 
at this stage, we emphasize that biologists should not plan to outsource all details of 
the analysis, just as they would not rely entirely on professional statisticians for basic 
analyses such as ANOVA. Appreciating the bioinformatics and data management 
requirements beforehand will reduce frustration at a later stage, after the data are 
obtained. 
Utilizing Existing Data sets.—NGs projects can be greatly aided by existing 
transcriptome and genome data, particularly if those data have already been used 
to create a reference assembly. Generally, this can save the investigator the time 
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and additional costs associated with de novo assemblies for new taxa of interest. 
However, caution should be taken when using a reference assembly from a separate 
study, as sequence divergence between the reference individual/population and the 
study individual/population may create additional mismatches that could prevent 
successful mapping of the new data to the old assembly. This can usually be cor-
rected in the specific mismatch thresholds, used during the mapping process. Many 
studies have successfully used previous transcriptome/genome assemblies to inves-
tigate genome-wide divergence patterns among phenotypes (Hohenlohe et al. 2011, 
Jones et al. 2012) or multiple lineages (e.g., Amemiya et al. 2013, Axelsson et al. 2013) 
in a combinatorial approach, in which all or parts of the genome are re-sequenced 
from multiple new samples of interest and existing assemblies are utilized to map 
and compare sequence diversity and divergence among samples. Lastly, a properly 
annotated genome or transcriptome can allow for functional investigation of any 
interesting patterns of divergence. For instance, after identifying rAD-sequences or 
transcripts that show signs of selection, one could interrogate neighboring sequence 
regions for specific genes and regulatory pathways upon which selection might be 
acting (e.g., starch metabolism in domesticated dogs; Axelsson et al. 2013).
Data and resource sharing.—Lastly, we strongly encourage marine scientists 
to include a strategy of how to share and disseminate their discoveries when applying 
NGs tools to marine research questions. This can be accomplished in the traditional 
fashion of submitting genomic data to public domain databases and publishing re-
source notes, as well as in the very rewarding ways of mentoring young scientists to 
utilize these tools in their research, organizing forums for the exchange of tools and 
ideas, and by growing research collaborations between laboratories in developing 
and developed nations. 
The success of the PacAsI served as a first step in bringing together scientists from 
both sides of the Pacific in realizing the potential of pan-Pacific collaborations in us-
ing NGs tools to help address challenges of global climate change and to preserving 
imperiled food stocks and centers of biodiversity. The next steps will come as scien-
tists from across the Indo-Pacific region work to address these questions and decide 
if they indeed want to use next-generation sequencing in marine systems. 
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